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	It is not uncommon for a person in our society to grow up taking for granted the role of African blood in the slave forces of our country. We learn about the Reconstruction; we learn about the Civil Rights Movement. Rarely does one pose the question, "why were almost all our slaves of African descent?", but should one choose to, there are definite answers. Historians disagree as to which factors are more important, some going so far as to label a single factor as "the cause." There are most likely two sets of facts and occurrences that, combined, act as the main cause. Yes, there are actually reasons for slavery in the American colonies (and later in the United States) developing into a racial institution. These reasons are the depreciation of indentured servitude and the simple convenience of the African slave trade.
	In the earlier days of the colonies, about 80% of people coming into and to the south of the Chesapeake region were indentured servants, hoping to work off their passage to the New World and eventually build a life for themselves. These folks, mostly if not almost exclusively men, made up the majority of the work force south of New England. They were worked as slaves, as that is what they were for their seven year terms, and often they would die of it before completing their time. They appeared to be an ideal solution to the conflicted Christians in the colonies who were not allowed to enslave other Christians for life. Around the time of Bacon's Rebellion, however, when Nathaniel Bacon and Virginian Governor Berkeley fought eachother with large forces of indentured servants, it became clear to plantation owners that their workers were not simply laborers. Give them guns, promise them freedom, and they'll take out anyone you ask them to. It became clear the these men, enslaved without being slaves, often resentful towards their harsh "owner", were dangerous, volatile creatures. 
	Plantation owners began to look elsewhere for their laborers, and, conveniently, there were Africans for sale! One must keep in mind that Britain and its colonies were just about the last to enter the slave trade. The Spanish, the Portuguese,  much of the rest of Europe- they had all already immersed themselves in dealings with various tribes in Africa. These tribes, having battled with rivals in the past, had slaves in the form of prisoners of war, and were willing to negotiate prices and sell their slaves to Europeans. This, in and of itself, is enough to have been a main cause for slavery in North America to develop into a racial institution, as the ease with which the British (or anyone) could pick up slaves and bring them to the colonies was amazing. However, another part to this equation exists: as the demand for slaves grew, and the Africans realized that they could profit immensely selling eachother to the white man, tribal warfare increased and kidnappings became far more common. There were countless numbers of slaves to be bought, and the British perfected the slave ship, their methods, and their laws (you can't free a non-native Christian by converting him) in order to accommodate the slave trade. Large numbers of slaves poured into the colonies, and they were put to work.
	As indentured servants either died from work or were freed from service, the presence of white men in plantation labor forces diminished. Natives from the area didn't make good slaves, as it was easy for them to slip away and disappear into the countryside. In the end, the colonies could only rely on African-American slavery, and rely they did. It was such a simple task to just... buy an African... that over time, blacks became the mainstay of plantation labor forces. As they were not baptized at birth, the slaves could be such for life, and their children after them, making for a "renewable work force". It sounds so horrible when one thinks of it in those terms, but this is how the economics of it were worked out. Indentured servants had more costs, what with any insurance their masters would take to ensure their personal safety. Africans worked for life and provided another generation of labor. They were easy to get a hold of, and there were a lot to be gotten hold of. As the colonists came to realize these facts, they came to replace their workforces of indentured servants with legions of slaves of African descent. It is in this way, for these main reasons, that slavery in North America became a racial institution.

